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Did you know that computers
account for nearly 5% of the
world’s carbon emissions?
A fact

And the Arctic Ocean will
likely be free of summer sea
ice before the year 2100!
A threat

While most actions of
mankind are based on other
than environmental issues.
A driver
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Perspective 1: Power/Energy for Computing
• Data centers worldwide
– Power consumption: 30 billion watts
– Corresponds to the output of 30 large nuclear power plants
– Environmental impact of data centers if they were a country:
between Nigeria (35th) and the Czech Republic (34th)

• Smartphones
– 1 smartphone: 1–5 kilowatt-hours of energy usage per year
– In 2016, 1 billion smartphones worldwide: corresponds to the
electricity consumption of a city of about 1 million people

• Energy consumption is critical at all levels
– Embedded – mobile – server – data center
Keynote:
M. Martonosi, “Power-Aware Computing: Then, Now, and into the Future,” The 9th Int’l
Conference on High-Performance and Embedded Architectures and Compilers, 2014.
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Perspective 2: Arctic Climate Change
• Climate change is faster and more severe in the Arctic
than in most of the rest of the world
– The Arctic is warming at a rate of almost twice the global
average

• The sea ice is a critical component of Arctic marine
ecosystems
– Arctic sea ice has decreased 14% since the 1970s
– In 2012, Arctic sea ice extent hit the lowest level ever recorded
– By 2040, summer sea ice could be limited to the northern coast
of Greenland and Canada

http://wwf.panda.org/what_we_do/where_we_work/arctic/what_we_do/climate/
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What, if anything, could electrical and computer
engineering and computer science people do for the
Arctic?

“The difficult is what takes a little time;
the impossible is what takes a little longer.”

(Fridtjof Nansen)
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Abstract
On sabbatical,
back in 3 months…
The purpose of this sabbatical study was to examine the characteristic features of
Green (or Sustainable and Energy Efficient) Computing, and its possible connections
to the Arctic Environment. Of principal interest was the research question: “Is there
such a research theme as Green Computing in Arctic Environment?” The study is
based on a literature review and discussions with the author and a group of experts
from several departments of UiT The Arctic University of Norway and the
Norwegian Polar Institute. Our conclusion is that there is, indeed, such an
enhancement to the core research theme, and it consists of multiple research paths
that all have an explicit Arctic flavor. Various demands and opportunities on working
in the Arctic environment and the urgency of understanding climate change in the
Arctic all point to development of technology for the special environment with new
solutions. And the spin-offs of such technology could be many.
Keywords:
Green Computing, Arctic Environment, Data Centers, Embedded Systems, Climate Change
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It Is a New Theme!

May 12, 2014
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Outline of This Study
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is Arctic?
What is Green Computing?
Identified “Arctic” keywords
How are the keywords connected to green computing?
Arctic concerns to green computing
Intermediate discussion
Application-specific research directions
From Arctic to commonplace
Conclusions
Possible future steps
Acknowledgments
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What Is Arctic?
• The area north of the Arctic Circle
• The average temperature for the warmest month is < 10 °C
• The Arctic region includes the northern parts of 8 states (much of
this area is actually subarctic by natural science definitions)
• The northernmost tree line follows the isotherm at the boundary of
this region
• The cultures in the region have adapted to its cold and extreme
conditions
• The Arctic region is a unique area among earth’s ecosystems
• The region provides sizable natural resources, such as oil, natural
gas, minerals, fresh water, and fish
• The Arctic region is comparatively clean, but it is the fallout region
for long-range transport pollutants
• The region is highly vulnerable to the effects of global warming
Arctic states:
Canada, Denmark (Greenland), Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and
the United States (Alaska)
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The Arctic Circle
66° 33′ 44″
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What Is Green Computing?

“Green Computing is defined in various contexts, environmentally,
socially and politically with respect to effective and efficient use of
energy to achieve competitive advantage in terms of an energy-cost
saving strategy, and reduction to carbon emission/footprints,
recyclability, biodegradability, and minimal impact to the environment.”
(Ezendu Ariwa, 2011)

Message from the Workshop Chair on Green Computing and Sustainability:
The 6th Int’l Symposium on Parallel Computing in Electrical Engineering, 2011.
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What Is Green…?

Cont’d

• It contains
–
–
–
–
–
–

Consumption of electrical power (primary, standby, backup)
Solutions for cooling and possible heating of equipment
Required space (floor space, device and equipment dimensions)
Environmental emissions (entire lifecycle)
Electrical and electronic equipment waste (e-waste)
Environmental health and safety threats

• These all should be optimized simultaneously
–
–
–
–

Many of the items are dependent on each other
Different items have case-dependent weighting factors
Cost, performance, quality-of-service, and other constraints
In a wide sense, “Arctic” could be seen as one special case
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What Is Green…?

Cont’d

“[But] most organizations do not have the luxury, time, or budget
to deploy […] green-related technologies and techniques simply
for environmental reasons—there has to be a business case or
justification.”
(Greg Schulz, 2009)

Reduced electricity consumption  reduced electricity bill:
this is an excellent driver!
G. Schulz, The Green and Virtual Data Center. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, 2009.
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Identified “Arctic” Keywords
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

“Unique area”
“Cold and extreme conditions”
“Comparatively clean”
“Sizable natural resources”
“Long-range transport pollutants”
“Global warming”

What could Green Computing offer to Arctic and
what could Arctic offer to Green Computing?
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How Are the Keywords Connected to
Green Computing?
1. “Unique area”
– Local conditions and constraints may be largely unknown to
outsiders
• Interdisciplinary collaboration with diverse partners from the Arctic
region is necessary
• Considerable problems with logistics
• Limited availability of wide-band communications networks, only
rather slow satellite connections in Svalbard, for instance
• Exception: Tromsø (“subarctic”) is a high-tech town nearly 400 km
north of the Arctic Circle

– Minimal environmental effects tolerable
• Stricter and possibly different constraints than in most other regions
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How Are the Keywords…?

Cont’d

2. “Cold and extreme conditions”
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Particular protection concerns with embedded systems
Effective use of various standby modes in all computer systems
Need to heat certain autonomous and remote units
Free cooling available
Generated heat could be used for various heating purposes
Hydro is the primary renewable energy source
No solar energy during winter months
Not much wind energy in summer months (inland)
Challenges with energy storages (particularly with batteries)
Floor space limited in towns
Nonexisting or limited infrastructure and long distances
Recycling of e-waste handled far away
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How Are the Keywords…?

Cont’d

3. “Comparatively clean”
– Should not be spoiled or even destroyed
• Not primarily a computing issue (economical benefits vs.
environment and sustainability)
• But computing has a core role in the modern society, and the role is
growing continuously (internet-of-things, large data centers, etc.)
• Particular care should be taken (may need political decisions)

– Special areas within the Arctic region
• Example: Norwegian authorities are determined that Svalbard
should be one of the world’s best managed wilderness areas
• But even there, nonembedded/embedded systems are used for
scientific research and data collection
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How Are the Keywords…?

Cont’d

4. “Sizable natural resources”
– Significantly and rapidly growing industrial and other interests
• The Barents Sea is a timely target for such interests
• Growing demand for various computing systems and services
• Both embedded and nonembedded

– The overall growth must be sustainable
• Not primarily a computing issue
• Needs political decisions

– High availability and reliability
– Long lifetime and easy maintainability
– Scalability
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How Are the Keywords…?

Cont’d

5. “Long-range transport pollutants”
– Significant need for advanced data collection and monitoring
devices/equipment
•
•
•
•
•

Autonomous embedded systems
Energy harvesting solutions
Long lifetime and minimal maintenance needs
Minimal total footprint
Effective procedures for handling e-waste
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How Are the Keywords…?

Cont’d

6. “Global warming”
– Arctic environment suffers largely from the consequences of
global warming
• Hence, green computing should be used everywhere!
• The Arctic region itself could be a forerunner toward Green
Computing (could possibly be declared in the Arctic Environment
Protection Strategy of the Arctic Council)
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Arctic Concerns to Green Computing
Minimal total
Availability,
reliability,
Green computing footprint
Recycling of e-waste
maintainability,
everywhere!
far away
long lifetime, and
scalability
Nonexisting or limited
infrastructure
Sustainable growth
of businesses
Wind energy in
winter months
Green
Nature particularly
Computing
sensitive
Hydro power
widely available
Special protection
of embedded
systems
Possible need for
heating of equipment

Free cooling
available

No solar energy
in winter months

Green Computing: From the list of Agenda Topics to
the list of Fundamental Objectives!
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Intermediate Discussion
• Yes, there appears to be such a research theme as Green Computing
in Arctic Environment
• It consists of multiple items that all have an Arctic flavor
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Specific for embedded and nonembedded systems
Diverse hardware and software opportunities
Energy harvesting for low-energy embedded systems
Toward PUE = 1.0 (Power Usage Effectiveness) in data centers
Energy consumption vs. quality of service
Energy-aware algorithms (optimal balance between computation-, memory-,
and/or communications-intensivity)
Renewable energy utilization (complementary sources)
Availability, reliability, maintainability, long lifetime, and scalability
Multiobjective lifecycle optimization (cost, emissions, energy usage, e-waste)
Quantitative metrics for evaluating greenness  goals for Arctic systems
Strong commitment to preserving the sensitive nature
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Application-Specific Research Directions
• Green data centers
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Planning and design for “profitable green” @
Free cooling @
Heat reuse (urban environments) @
The “Stallo” cluster at UiT
Modular, distributed (multi-location) data centers with advanced low-latency
communications and local heat reuse; mainly for cloud computing @
Renewable energy sources
No solar energy in winter and not much wind energy in summer (inland) @
UPS solutions with minimal battery waste; advanced battery technologies,
compressed air, flywheel, and supercapacitor energy storages @
Power conversion with minimal losses (high-voltage DC distribution, 400 V)
Intelligent power management with quality-of-service constraints to save
energy when the resource is not in full use
Effective consolidation by virtualization for minimizing the use of energy
Energy-efficient networking and intelligent storage power management
Minimal floorspace (dense blade centers with liquid cooling)
State-of-the-art hardware (maximal lifetime, minimal e-waste) @
@ ≡ particularly in the Arctic region
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Application-Specific Research…

Cont’d
A GPS tracker

• Green embedded systems
– Energy-aware system and application software @
– Intelligent power management with quality-of-service constraints to save
energy when the resource is not in full use
– Availability, reliability, maintainability, long lifetime, and scalability
considerations with hardware and software (component selection,
specifications, development processes, etc.) @
– Even from maintainability toward “maintenance avoidance” @
– Environment-friendly protection of remotely located autonomous systems
(also an appearance design challenge) @
– Possible heating of battery-operated units @
– Fuel cells in place of batteries @
– Solar energy for autonomous data collection during summer months only
(complementary wind energy in winter months) @
– Minimal total footprint (carbon, toxious materials, etc.) @
– Effective disposal plans and procedures for handling e-waste
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From Arctic to
Commonplace
• Extreme-related analogies
– The U.S. Apollo program  commercialized spin-off technologies
– The Arctic Mars Analog Svalbard Expeditions (certain sites in Svalbard are
thought to be analogous to sites on ancient Mars)
– Formula 1  advanced technology for passenger car development

• Special approaches for the Arctic Environment may become
feasible and practical also in “commonplace computing”
– The solutions created for an extreme will often go much further and open
new options as compared to not exposing oneself to the limits
– For instance, long lifetime, easy maintainability, and minimal energy
consumption do certainly have wider interests, as well
Green Computing in
Arctic Environment

Green Computing

Commonplace Computing

Evolution path
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Conclusions
•

A new research theme Green Computing in Arctic Environment was
proposed
– It is evident that the Arctic environment introduces a unique emphasis on some
of the characteristic features of Green Computing
– Besides, a few unusual requirements and constraints are present in the Arctic
environment (however, large variation: Tromsø vs. Svalbard, for example)

The proposed theme offers opportunities for interdisciplinary collaboration
between researchers with diverse backgrounds, including
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Computer Science
HVAC Engineering
Physics (Energy and Climate)
Environment
Biology
Art and Design

( Photos by Kim Holmén )

•
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Possible Future Steps
• A feature article in a high-visibility journal like the IEEE
Spectrum
• A tutorial/workshop in a relevant IEEE/ACM conference
• A graduate seminar on the topic
• A joint research proposal between Aalto University, the
University of Tromsø, and the Norwegian Polar Institute
• A summer school on the topic at Aalto/UiT
• An edited book for a major publisher with invited chapters
from a diverse group of scholars
• Online visibility
 A recognized research theme
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Rarefied humor from Svalbard
( From Kim Holmén, “Reducing the Environmental Footprint of Data Collection
in the Field,” Keynote, Arctic Observing Summit, Helsinki, Finland, April 2014. )

Thank you for your
attention!

